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We are moving ever-closer to a super-connected, 5G-enabled world. 5G infrastructure will 
become the engine of the connected world, and will rely on policy, norms and standards that 
do not yet exist. 

We need to establish a common ground among all of the players in the field of 5G technology. 
Rules to adhere to, values to be guided by, and goals to lead us all in one, unified direction.

We call on the players of 5G ecosystem to come together to collaborate on the advancement 
of this industry:

Innovators, business - to create inovative business models
Legislators - to create the policy to guide them
Investors - to fund the advancement of 5G society

Together we are building the 5G Techritory - 
join us to witness the growth of 5G rules and technology. 

THE STORY



5G Techritory logo is the conference title in navy blue color frame (Pantone 280 C, CMYK 

C100 M79 Y40 K33) over a network of connected visual dots. A symbol representing the 

connectivity that is often associated with the 5G technology.

STANDART LOGO VERSION ON WHITE BACKGROUND

5G TECHRITORY



5G Techritory logo can also be used in a teal blue color frame (Pantone 326 C, CMYK C87 

M0 Y43 K0) over a network of connected visual dots. A symbol representing the connectivity 

that is often associated with the 5G technology.

STANDART LOGO VERSION ON WHITE BACKGROUND

5G TECHRITORY



5G Techritory logo also can be all white (Pantone White 000C, CMYK C0 M0 Y0 K0)

BLACK AND WHITE LOGO VERSION

5G TECHRITORY



5G Techritory logo also can be all in rich black color (Pantone Black, CMYK C30 M30 Y30 K100)

BLACK AND WHITE LOGO VERSION

5G TECHRITORY



On dark backgrounds the logo network is white and title frame can be in teal blue

LOGO ON DARK BACKGROUNDS

5G TECHRITORY



On dark backgrounds the logo network is white and title frame can be in navy blue

LOGO ON DARK BACKGROUNDS

5G TECHRITORY



A smaller logo version is available for use in limited spaces where the original logo does not 

function or is impossible.

SMALL LOGO VERSION



Brand communication colors are navy blue, teal blue, dark grey and white.

BRAND COMMUNICATION COLORS

NAVY DARK GREY WHITETEAL

CMYK 0/0/0/80

88/89/91

#58595B

RGB

HEX

CMYK 0/0/0/0

255/255/255

#FFFFFF

RGB

HEX

CMYK 100/79/40/33

19/54/85

#133655

RGB

HEX

CMYK 87/0/43/0

0/175/168

#00AFA8

RGB

HEX



Brand communication secondary colors are pastel tones - teal, violet, orange and brown. 

For example, used in the four main verticals - Smart city, Smart media & entertainment, 

Smart mobility and Industry 4.0

BRAND COMMUNICATION SECONDARY COLORS

PASTEL VIOLET PASTEL ORANGE PASTEL BROWNPASTEL TEAL

CMYK 4/26/43/0
241/193/150
#F1C196

RGB
HEX

CMYK 0/15/19/47
153/135/125
#99877D

RGB
HEX

CMYK 32/35/7/0
174/162/196
#AEA2C4

RGB
HEX

CMYK 65/31/38/2
97/145/150
#619196

RGB
HEX



For backgrounds and other functions the graphical network symbol from the logo can be used in 

either navy or teal color.

GRAPHICAL NETWORK SYMBOL AND ITS COLORS



For backgrounds and other functions the graphical network symbol from the logo can be used in 

either its regular or light version.

GRAPHICAL NETWORK SYMBOL AND ITS LIGHT VERSION



Map of the Baltic Sea region can be used for different purposes throughout the visual identity. 

Specific countries within the map may be highlighted as neccessary.

ADJUSTABLE MAP OF THE BALTIC SEA REGION



Logo can be supplemented with a title text without text boxes.

LOGO USAGE WITH SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT

5G TECHRITORY
COME VISIT US AT

5GTECHRITORY.COM



Logo can be supplemented with a title text with or without text boxes as neccessary.

LOGO USAGE WITH SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT ON DARK BACKGROUND
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Use Roboto Light, Regular, Bold and Black for all graphic works, including print and web. 

Where impossible (emails, open PPT presentations), use Arial Regular & Bold. 

ROBOTO - THE OFFICIAL IDENTITY FONT

Roboto Light
Roboto Regular
Roboto Bold
Roboto Black



LOGO ON GRID + SPACING

When placing logo next to other elements it is important to have a minimum distance 

from other elements. Minimum distance is visualised in the grid.



LOGO RULES

do not distort logotype do not change logotype opacity do not outline logotype

do not use different colors do not rotate any part of the logotype do not use drop shadow or
any other effects



VISUAL IDENTITY









CAR DESIGN



CAR DESIGN



Web design screenshots. Landing page http://5Gtechritory.com

WEB DESIGN



Web design screenshots. http://5Gtechritory.com



Web design screenshots. http://5Gtechritory.com



Mobile design screenshots. http://5Gtechritory.com

RESPONSIVE DESIGN



Mobile design screenshots. http://5Gtechritory.com



AD DESIGNS



5G TECHRITORY
THANK YOU

5GTECHRITORY.COM


